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Updates, Events + Announcements



Upcoming Free Webinars
What’s Worth Keeping From Fifty Years of Attempts to Revitalize
Neighborhoods: An Interview with Paul Brophy
Thursday, January 28, 2021, 12:00-1:00 EDT | REGISTER HERE

If any one person can take credit for founding the national middle neighborhoods movement, it is Paul Brophy. But middle

neighborhoods is only one, fairly recent project for him.  Over his 50-year career in community development, Brophy

witnessed and/or participated in most of the major themes and eras of community development, and he has just published a

white paper summarizing what he believes are the major takeaways from those 50 years – the political and economic context

for neighborhood improvement efforts, the approaches that did not and still won’t work, and 13 principles that are worth

applying to the work today.

Middle Neighborhoods Community of Practice organizer Marcia Nedland will lead this lively conversation with Paul Brophy,

and there will be plenty of time for audience Q&A. You can get a head start on this webinar by reading Brophy’s new paper,

Revitalizing America’s Neighborhoods, A Practitioner’s Perspective.

Uncovering and Enhancing Your Small Scale Manufacturing Community
to Create Jobs, Revitalize Commercial Districts and Change the Image
of Middle Neighborhoods
Thursday, January 28, 2021, 12:00-1:00 EDT | REGISTER HERE

You may not know it, but you likely already have a number of small scale manufacturers at work in and around your middle

neighborhood, and they could be the catalyst for a reinvention of your neighborhood or downtown business district.  Join us for



a talk with Ilana Preuss of Recast City to learn about how she works with cities and nonprofits to systematically find these

entrepreneurs, connect them to each other, to commercial property owners, and to additional partners and investors to create

a dynamic, sustainable and thoroughly 21rst-century neighborhood or downtown commercial district. Ilana will answer your

questions about why and how to focus on small-scale manufacturing businesses as a catalyst, and how new real estate

models can be essential to the success of middle neighborhood and downtown business districts.

AND.....

Middle Neighborhoods 101

Thursday, January 28, 2021 | 11:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. EST | Register Here

Monday, February 22, 2021 | 12:00 -1:00 p.m. EST | Register Here

Learn more about middle neighborhoods and the Middle Neighborhoods Community of Practice during the interactive Middle

Neighborhoods 101 session, led by Marcia Nedland, CoP organizer.

Seeking Practitioner Panelists for Upcoming Webinar Topics

Do you work with any of these upcoming webinar topics in your middle neighborhood? Interested in sharing your insights and

lessons learned?  We would love to have you as a webinar panelist.  Just contact Ann DiPetta to discuss.  Here are some of

our upcoming topics:

Engaging and Supporting Effective Neighborhood Associations in Middle Neighborhoods

Repositioning Middle Neighborhood Commercial Districts to Succeed

Roles for Realtors in Middle Neighborhood Strategy

Cultivating a Home Improvement Culture in Middle Neighborhoods

And we welcome your suggestions for other webinar topics!



Webinar Recordings



In the News + Resources

From the 2020 State of Housing in Black America (SHIBA) Report, published by the National Association of Real Estate

Brokers (NAREB).



CoP Reports + Action Items

Visit us at www.middleneighborhoods.org.
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